The Muses' Gallery

Poet's Choice - Winter 2017
It's the beginning of a new year.
To celebrate, our Winter Muses' Gallery starts fresh without any particular poetic forms or
themes - just Poet's Choice.
Thanks to all the poets and photographers who so generously shared their work.
May we all experience health, happiness, success and, above all, Peace.
Enjoy!

Lake Street
By
James Reiss
Wilmette, Illinois

Sheathed between steak houses
in his shop under the Green Line,
the sharpener’s knife gave off sparks.
His grindstone spun all day,
large as a roundtable, honing
ham slicers, meat cleavers.
If it was powered by what made the trains
screech overhead, their whistles
simulating a scalpel’s edge,

it also seemed to spin because of forces
he knew how to fuse by himself; his fingers’
grip on steel had just the right pressure.
He was no musician, but every blade
whetted on his wheel
sounded like more than metal.
It sounded like something forged
out of tuning forks & good fortune.
While his knives sparkled,
the sharpener gave in to a dream
of butcher blocks in chophouses
knocking out the serrated lines
of an anthem called “Lake Street”
steeped in the water-sweet feel of long green.

David Dotson, Photographer

Disarming Charm
School
By
Julie Isaacson
Highland Park, Illinois

Ada Gaffney glided into the room
Nodding this way and that, towards our pubescent facesEager to coach us to princess-hood
Only a few, perched on our metal folding chairs,
attended by choice
Most were coaxed, or bribed, our mothers’ efforts to
guide us
To a life of success defined by the career of a husband,
rather than self
With joy and seduction, Ada lured us with her fairy tale
promises
She would unlock the secrets to womanhood,
With techniques to attract a proper man and be an
engaging hostess
We sashayed our invisible hips, alternating one foot, heel
to toe,
perfect posture, balancing a Junior Webster’s on our
head,
with no mention from her about absorbing its contents
Proper utensil usage, where on the plate to place a
dirtied knife
Adept folding of napkins, still in vogue in upscale
establishments
How to serve food and make your guests feel honored
The trick was learning to keep a straight face
When our clumsiness entered Ada’s pristine kingdom
On Fashion Show night, we drank her Kool Aid from a
cut- glass punch bowl
She lined us up by height to receive our graduation
certificates—
Cream parchment with shiny black calligraphy
She was proud that we had all successfully passed class
And she gloated-- until the tiniest girl loudly passed gas.

Magical
By
Joan McNerny
Ravena, New York

I am
looking for a magical coat
when windy,
to stop me from flying away
and keep me
under wrap all winter.
I want
a coat of many colors
to shimmer in sunshine but glow hot neon at night.
It must have
an easy zipper which never snags and

deep pockets
lined with flannel to warm my icy fingers,
with a fuzzy
hood in case my hat blows off.
You can pull
doves from scarves or swallow swords.
Just be sure
there’s enough abracadabra left over for my coat.

William Vollrath, Photographer

New Year
By
William Marr
Downers Grove, Illinois

divide the endless stream of time
into
years
months
days
hours
minutes
seconds
put them into a long string of firecrackers
light it
and watch it explode

Gail Denham, Photographer

Sleep
By
Ed Werstein
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
First published on Your
Daily Poem

taps me on the shoulder
and says she wants
to take me to bed.
I tell her I'm just
going to finish
this chapter and then
I'll join her and
she'll get what she's after.
Sleep is impatient
keeps poking me
insisting I pay her
some attention.
I think she is jealous
of my books.
Sleep slips a mickey
into my herbal tea
and has her way with me.
I wake at three and realize
she's left me again.

She's thrown my book
on the floor
and hasn't even bothered
to turn out the light.

Gail Denham, Photographer

A l'écoute

Listening

By Cynthia T. Hahn

By Cynthia T. Hahn

Lake Forest, Illinois

Lake Forest, Illinois

Une rivière vole de la poussière
de roche en faisant son chemin;
le ciel s'endort en
une constellation de
moments. Dans un
souffle envolé,
je m'y tiens;
dans Ta main,
l'écho de la mort
s'évanouit. Je suis,
Tu dis, dans un
reverbère de roche et eau.
Soulevée, relachée je me repose,
suspendue aux doux nuages de grâce.

A river steals dust
from rock in its sway;
sky falls to sleep in
a constellation of
moments. In a
flight of breath,
I take hold;
in Your hand,
death's echo
is stilled. I am,
You say, in the
ripple of rock and water.
Lifted, unbound I rest,
suspended in gentle clouds of grace.

Anne Bell, Photographer

Ugly Poets
By
Herb Berman
Deerfield, Illinois

There are no ugly poets,
Only poets with hungry eyes,
And a nose from the past to smell the future.
Real big poets have
Real big stomachs.
They swallow the world.
Once I loved a beautiful poet.
Everyone loved her.
Every night she wept a sonnet.
I walk down Michigan Avenue,
Bump into strangers.
Excuse me, I say, I’m a poet.
Some kindly decline to spit on me.
Another poet walks down State Street
Clothed only in wind and snow and song.
She must be awfully cold, they say.
She sweats past them weeping a poem.
The world we know
Hates poets.
The world we know will die without us.

An Old Poet Shares a
Secret
By
Donal Mahoney
St. Louis, Missouri

The editor of the school paper
came at the appointed hour
and found the old poet
in his backyard alert
in a lawn chair with a
butterfly net on his lap.
She opened her iPad,
conducted her interview
and asked him at the end
where poems come from.
The old poet said he didn’t know.
That’s why he has his butterfly net.
If a poem floats by he uses his net
to lift if carefully out of the air,
take it in the house and pin it
to the wall with his name under it.
When his wall’s covered with poems
he calls his publisher who comes
and takes the poems away.
In six months the old poet says
he has another book on Amazon.

James Paradiso, Photographer

Terse
By

Broke the curse
It’s in the hearse
Cubs won the purse
Extol in verse

Dave Marcus
Streamwood, Illinois

Neon Windows
By
William Vollrath
Charlottesville, Virginia

Bright
Electric
Jello panes
Lime green
Shocking orange
Radiant blue
Window shades
Suddenly pulled ajar
Vibrant vistas for
Hungry eyes
Mystic meditations
Disrupted by a
Blinking I
And
Burned-out Y

Ann Lamas, Photographer

Snow-Music
By
Mary Ann Eiler
Oak Park, Illinois

In cold harmony,
she brandishes her ice batons
conducting symphonies of solitude
to shame summer's raucous carnival.
Trees released from prisons
of leaves, strip bark and limb,
to receive her white benediction.
A cardinal whistles his approval
to the crusted wintergreen.
I welcome her at the window, to
the slurred crescendo of my soul,
begging her thickest chords to
still its shrill cacophonies
with her mute music.

Snow Bound
By
Jenene Ravesloot
Chicago, Illinois
Published in The Weekly
Avocet, 3/18/15

I just looked out my windows.
No more falling snow, just stillness
and sudden sunlight.
I am going to put on my long winter
coat and heavy boots, then trudge
through snow for a while.
Perhaps I’ll circle Legion Park and
watch black squirrels scurry up snowstreaked tree trunks as they carry sunlight
on their twitching tails.
Perhaps I’ll descend the embankment
and walk along the river’s edge.
Perhaps I’ll see that pair of ducks, as big
as swans, that seemed in autumn to be
almost moored on the water’s surface.
And perhaps I’ll almost hear the cold cry
of a heron as I ascend and circle the Park
once more, before I exit and turn toward
home, breathless at dusk.

William Vollrath, Photographer

Lost and Found
By
Sylvia Cavanaugh
Milwaukee, WIsconsin

Why Glass Shatters
By
Steve Klepetar
St. Cloud, Minnesota

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood
From The Road Not Taken, by Robert Frost
North woods winter and two
feet of deep, miles away from roads
and houses, our marriage diverged.
He couldn’t admit being lost in
fading light. I looked back to see a
path of overlapping tracks, my yellow
boots followed him into this wood.

Baseballs, broom handles
and bricks make glass shatter.
Sometimes when you drop
a glass, it bounces and all is well,
but there comes a time when
it’s supposed to break, and then
the merest tap jars it into fragments.
If I were made of glass and you just
whispered in my ear in that certain
way you have, I would shatter for you
every time, spinning my clear body out
like tiny stars in the firmament of your eyes.

Julie Isaacson, Photographer

Downsizing
By
Marjorie Rissman
Highland Park, Illinois

Great Aunt Ethel’s fine bone china
is ebayed to death sold to uncaring
hands of another bloodline
while unmatched linens flew out the window
at yard sale tables filled with
more of this and less of that:
even the old fry pan scarred from life
recycled into a stranger’s kitchen
a dealer gobbled up the cartons of
baseball cards left behind by sons
too old to taste the bubble gum
in each pack; a new grandma
rolled away the high chair for
the just born heir of her estate;
half priced books lined store shelves now
while art work adorned unfamiliar
walls and tabletops
bags of clothes three sizes too small
awaited the trip to resale shop and charity van
extra furniture got funneled out
to college kids just setting up
garden tools become their welcome gift
the shredder moaned from pages left unpacked
now stored in the mysterious online cloud
somewhat sad she said goodbye
to forty years of accumulation
to have less but enjoy more
prized possessions
surrounding memories of the rest.
Goodbye big house, the condo awaits
then the shadow of the grave.

The Dust
By
Charlotte Digregorio
Winnetka, Illinois

I look at lingering fog
and crusty leaves.
Inside, another Sabbath
of housework begins,
a black apron
around my neck.
My worn hands dust the table.

First published in East on
Central, 2014-2015

One swipe with a rag
and white blackens.
Dust descends to the rug
like dandelion puffs drifting.
It hides in fibers.
Above the mantle, I remove
film from the mirror.
Behind loose strands of hair,
I stare at my aging self,
getting the freckles
I wanted in childhood.
The radio plays dissonant,
nameless sonatas
with sobbing violins.
I vacuum with Mother’s Electrolux,
drowning out the requiem,
wondering how much of this dust is me.

Gail Denham, Photographer

South Carolina Candy
Store
By
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn
Plano, Texas

Fantasy Creatures
(gracias a ti)
By
Lennart Lundh
Orland Park, Illinois

My penny a yolk tucked in eggshell palm,
bells alert storekeeper to my arrival.
I tiptoe across creaking wooden floors
toward big glass jars brimming
with Mary Janes, jaw breakers,
Tootsie Rolls, Sugar Babies.
Dim light obscures this bejeweled rainbow.
I'm melting on this hot afternoon —
wish I had an extra nickel for an RC.
At last I choose a candy necklace, snap it on.
I race away to play tag, Mother May I, Red Light, Green
Light
until Mother calls me for supper.
Those sugary jewels will taste like red clay and sweat
when Mother snips the strand from my neck.

The dove alights gently in the tall grass.
Confronting her worst fears and dreams,
she spreads her wings forever-wide,
calls the lion to her wanting breast.
The lion shrugs, thinks, Well why not?
There are stranger things about tonight.
He feels the warmth, the heart’s beat.
His reawakened appetites are not for blood.
In the later dawn, her fears seem foolish.
She wonders at the span of her wings.
He is reluctant to be released,
set free to live his own captivity.

Digital Collage by Kathy Lohrum Cotton

The Weight of Bones The elephant mourns, brings branches to cover
a motionless body, heaved back to dust.

By

Tight in the curl of her trunk she carries away
Kathy Lohrum Cotton a shard of ivory as she moves with the cowherd
Anna, Illinois
Appears in A Deluxe Box
of Crayons

down paths pressed by one less set of footprints.
Who knows how long the elephant remembers,
how long she grieves, believes that her happiness
lies, irretrievable, beneath the weight
of bleached bones and bramble. Perhaps in sleepless
nights she watches old stories acted endlessly against
the dark curtain of sky—memory’s single spotlight
casting larger-than-life shadows, till finally
the painful clamor of recall gives way to softer sounds:
her own fresh footfall on the path, surprising echoes of joy.

Because Earth Always by the Pantheon you have to look
down an eight foot hole
Wins
to see ancient Roman sidewalks.

By
Carol L. Gloor
Savanna, Illinois

The siding on the house uphill
obscenely peels away,
exposing naked boards.
Moss covers the north wall,
reaches small hands toward
the porch. Vines clamber,
cover graying windows.
Small pines grow in the gutters.
Without demolition, maybe
a hundred years, in two thousand
maybe some aluminum eight feet down,
like yours, like mine,
perhaps subject to excavation.

Jenene Ravesloot, Photographer

The Starrie Night
By
Bonnie Mannion
Hoopeston, Illinois
First published on
AllPoetry.com

Faraway fires of the Milky Way flow
in great bands of nebular glow, while
nearby fireflies wink and flash,
dashing about under the starrie dome.
Constellations long flung into homes
in the celestial night twinkle their way
across the sky, but we women journey
the dark alone beaming reflected light.

Kimono Night (no)

The Japanese pine tree
holds snow
on its branches,
By
thinks of a poem
about a pine tree
Tricia Marcella
holding snow
Cimera
in the Emperor’s garden
while a white geisha
St. Charles, Illinois
cries beside
a frozen pond,
Electric Wire Pen, August her kimono red
31, 2016
and torn
as if the heartless snow
has bled
snow blood
cold blood. . .

James Paradiso, Photographer

Blessings

Be blessed them
who are opening paths without knowing if will have
the strength to conclude it;
By
who put to the test without further ado than the love
for a cause and the fervor to fight the good fight;
Edilson Afonso
who believe that people are made to accomplish one
Ferreira
to the other, performing generous a mankind;
who are full of projects for the next years even fearful
Formiga, Brazil
by the ones of the next week;
who fall in love and are not afraid to demonstrate it;
Published in February 2016
who plant a tree fully aware never will reap its fruits
issue of Indiana Voice
nor sit by its shadow, but full contented for,
Journal
someday, it will serve for a fellow one,
indebted to a past kindness.

A Viewmaster's
Image of Creation
By
Michael P. Wright
Highwood, Illinois

Such feelings of elation, my invented life quite the
adventure
with forays of visualized imaginations
Mixed emotions, lucidity controlling my emotions
There I see unforeseen apparitions, exotic bridges, birds,
mammals and unexplained phenomena
Beyond living consciousness, forever observe unknown
objects
Visualized enormously complicated abstracts never before
imagined
A serene nun, a jettisoned aircraft, exotic wild animals
New animal creatures, God’s image in his likeness
Quite the harmless visualizations, misunderstood peers with
dismay
Spatial objects privy to curious flights of fancy
A glimpse of my impending afterlife
No need to fret, my passing will be beautiful
A metaphysical tribute, pictures from my perplexed mind
Spectacular visions, such pictures, forever destiny’s
darlings of my existence
A healthy causation mind, my brain, once the recipient of an
abysmal illness
Lovely subconscious landscapes of never before viewed
images
Michael’s pictures, a wonder of his magical visualization.

Joe Glaser, Photographer

The man on the
platform
By
Mark Hudson
Evanston, Illinois

The man sat on the platform of the train,
looking homeless, just out of a mental ward.
Confusing thoughts seemed to go through his brain,
or maybe he was just sitting there, bored.
The man was clearly looking rather insane,
smoking a cigarette or joint that he scored.
Although he didn’t seem to want to complain,
though he seemed to be someone ignored.
A woman with Dunkin Doughnuts coffee came;
and a part of a doughnut she refused to hoard.
She gave both to the man, to feel his pain,
and he took both gifts that he couldn’t afford.
The woman was acting like a Mother Theresa,
all the man needed was a slice of pizza!

Painted Bunting
By
Michael Escoubas
Bloomington, Illinois

You pirouette
in a dazzle of sun
and rainbow mist.
You love bristle-grass
and brushy roadsides,
weevils, snails, and spiders.
Your morning shuffles
shake down seeds
of dock and pine.
Your indigo, green,
and tinted feathers
take me back to rainbows--

Michael Escoubas, Photographer

Treasures sent from God
living ornaments
arcing in the sky,
Dancing in the simple things
you do by the roadside
at the woodland’s edge.

We welcome robots with open arms.

Robotics

It feels righteous
By
to rescue people from dehumanizing jobs,
eliminating Charlie Chaplin's end-of-shift
Joe Glaser
twitch
that we laughed at in Modern Times.
Chicago, Illinois
Everyone loves reliable cars
made by happy robots,
and we watch in awe
as Roomba sweeps across the floor.
How quickly it has come to pass
that we deploy battle drones to kill from
afar
that we wait for delivery drones to drop
packages at our door
that we expect Robocars to drive much
better than people.
Soon robots will look and feel and
act just like humans
healing us when ill comforting us when
sad
companioning us when lonely
becoming our friends and caretakers.
Like the proverbial frog
lounging in a slowly heating pot,
we don't realize we are being cooked.
What work will remain for 8 billion people
as robots merge ever deeper into
humanity's future?

Jenene Ravesloot, Photographer

Watching The
Scenery
By
Joseph Kuhn Carey
Glencoe, Illinois

Watching the Black Forest scenery
rolling, dancing, flashing by
from the big clean window of a bus,
humming along the autobahn,
curving along back roads,
spinning huge wheels through
little towns with proud churches
and welcoming gasthouses,
each happily content to be small
and part of the swirling surrounding
wooded hills that flow like green rivers
toward the dark and light,
thinking about good beer, cuckoo clocks
and Schwarzwalder Kirschtorte,
a chocolate dessert that can bring
a strong Schwabian lumberjack to his
rugged, calloused knees.

Perspective, Digital Collage by Kathy Lohrum Cotton

A Conversation on a
Rainy Day

I’m broken, she says.
Are you? I ask.

By

Look at the scars, she says.
Where are they? I wonder aloud.

Sherri Lohrum Baker
Belleville, Illinois
from Distilled Lives
Volume 3 (Illinois State
Poetry Society, 2016)

Everywhere, she tells me.
I search for scars, seeing none.
I’ve stitched myself together, she cries.
Tears flow from us both,
cascading waterfalls to match the weather.
But aren’t you stronger now?
Yes, but I’m not the same, she says.
I want you to see what I see.
It’s impossible, I’ll always be broken.
I describe the strong embroidered lines
of a beautiful tapestry,
no broken threads, no ordinary stitches.
I don’t see what you see.
Look at the reflection in my eyes, I tell her.
What do you see?
A tapestry sewn with vivid colors. It’s beautiful.
Of course, I say.
I’m looking at you.

Love
By
Jackie Chou
Pico Rivera, California

Love is seldom born down low
the gutter of co-dependency
but may have a chance
when two people
both ride high in life
soak in successes
too busy to be needy
but remember each other fondly
during occasional lulls
then meet each other
with abundant means
(the rarity of such meetings
a long anticipated seasonal fruit)
the confidence and strength
derived from their own lives
to withstand the turmoil
Then there might be a relationship
There might be challenge
There might be communication
There might be
happiness

Gail Denham, Photographer

Count Dracula
By
William Carey
Glencoe, Illinois
He broods, stalking the child, thin
as air, a heavy presence.
White skin, black shroud, red lips, any dead second poised to whip.
Van Helsing, the crucifer, sensed that dark art early,
believed the evil but never doubted the antidote.
Belief came, slow, to his disciples, but
Arthur, Jonathan, Quincey, and Jack turned their cheeks and yielded egos,
titles, and practices, wielding weakness blest and might massed.
Meek, they dove into that black hole, the vampire’s wrath.
Mina lit them through the Borga Pass. Would she last on the calvary path
through snowy Carpathians, lucifered but praying, petrified, for God’s hand?
Blood-branded, burned forehead her special stigmata, the virgin
gave herself to weight greater than her wedding dress or banns.
Is that the blurred choice? Drink or spill the count’s blood!!
Well, maybe, but more likely some small daily matters, lower-voiced:
fix her flat, fetch her tea, or, too often, fail at that and act for me.
Listen and drop artifices: more mercy, fewer sacrifices, to raise my score.
Lose to live, give when taken, pound that holy stake
through my hard heart, bedeviled no more,
free to die like a bat out of hell
straight to heaven’s core.

I Never Said My Father When I grieve my Father well meaning loved ones say,
Don't canonize your dad, he wasn't perfect.
Was Perfect
By
Jacqueline Stearns
Bloomfield, New Jersey

I remember my Dad and I meandering through a nearby
park,
discussing science, music, family.
I'd have tears.
Couldn't contemplate living on this Earth without
Daddy.
Daddy had a dry sense of humor.
Faithful to his fingertips, he had numerous replies at
the ready,
when I would ask, What are you going to tonight?
He'd answer, The blondes will come out of the closet.
While not a demonstrative person, daddy expressed
human warmth
through kind deeds.
Shoveling snow for elder neighbors.
Being an anchor for the woman next door, after she is
widowed.
If something needed fixing, if she just needed
someone to talk to,
our neighbor knew dad would always be there.
When Daddy's life was taken away by an intoxicated
driver, not one
person had anything negative to say.
A pal of daddy's sobbed as he shared recollections.
Nicest guy in the world, he blubbered.
Never thought of himself.
At the funeral, a boyhood friend extolled my father's
modesty.
Half the girls in our high school, had crushes on your
dad.
He was oblivious.
I never said my father was perfect.
I said he was a kind loving, human being.
Lessons of humility and giving back to others.
These are compasses guiding my journey.

James Paradiso, Photographer

Dulce de Leche
By
Jennifer Dotson
Highland Park, Illinois

My stepfather lived for a time
in Majorca and told us about
dulce de leche and
how the women slowly stirred
the sweet milk in a double boiler
in endless circles until the magic
transformation from pale cream
to a caramel-hued miracle.
He dreamed of recreating this in
our Brooklyn apartment but without
the endless hovering and stirring.
He put a large pot of water on the
stove over a low flame and lowered
in a can of sweetened condensed milk
and let it boil for four hours.
We’d hear it bump against the sides
of the pot. My mother was afraid the can
would burst in angry lava but the eruption
never happened. Lured by danger, we’d
check the can’s movement.
Four hours seemed forever.
Finally declared done, he opened it and
we dipped in delicate spoons savoring
the sweet warmth on our tongues,
filling our mouths with happiness.

Jenene Ravesloot, Photographer

